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Is an on-demand TMS,

right for your company?
Here's how to tell.
BY BRIDGET

MCCREA, CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
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ON-DEMAND ADVANTAGES
fiIlancial investments and endllring lengthy integrations in
The main difference betweeIl purchase-and.
order to tap the .latest transportation mane
install TMS and the on-demand version is fairly
agel1)ent technology appear to be numbered.
simple: With the former, shippers purchase a softInstead of the traditional "license and. install"
ware program, install it on their own IT systems,
method of acquiring traIlsportation management
aIld runitinternally. With the latter, the buyer and
systems (TMS), more and more sh~ppers are tu!,n- its trading partners can access the same system,
ing to the "on-demaIld" software model.
typically via the Web. Participants such as carriOn-demand solutions, offered by both tradi"
ers, 3PLs, and internal departments like customer
tional and Intemet-onlypla:yers, employ a "payease service, fil1ance, and accounting use a passwordyou-go" pricing model that's usually Web-based.
protected i.nterface to access information.
These solutions are able to meet the needs of
That saves time and money for all involved.
companies of all sizes and iIldustries.
"With permission, users can gain access to the
"We're defiIlitely seeing aniIlcreased inte!,est in data without having to go through separate impleon-demand or 'softwan;-to-service' models," says mentations," notes Pete Stiles, vice president of
Beth Enslow, vice president of enterprise research
marketi.ng and strategy at Holland, Mich.-based
at Aberdeen Group in Boston. The results of a LeaIl Logistics, which offers an on-demand TMS.
recent survey she cOIlducted support that belief:
Autho!,ized users usually need only an Internet
Of the respondents who said they were consider"
browser to get started. "While on-demand TMS is
ing buying a TMS within the next 18 months, 40
considerably more complex than Google or Yahoo,
percent plaIlIled to seek an on-demand solution.
a logistics manager,~ccesses the system in much
the same way that a'consumer would access those
The new model is gaining il1popularity among
both new and.larger, more established cOrnpanies,
search engines," explains Greg Johnsen, executive
says Enslow. One reason, of course, is the lower
vice president of sales and marketing at GT Nexus
cost of pay-as-you-go service. But Aberdeen's surin Alameda, Calif.
vey found that buyers also liked thefact that they
Johnsen points out that on-demand TMS prodcould get more capabilities faster and with fewer
ucts aren't .limited to the Web, and that the systems can also send and receive electronic mesinc,house resources. "They want to get up and run"
ning more quickly while easing
sages from both internal systems
FORMORE
ON:SUPPLY
CHAINTECHNOLOGYand those of outside
business
the stress on their IT depart"
1"'!?&eEEp,,,1
~ Software
ments, which are stretched right
partners
via
the
Internet.
Such
at: www.loqisticsmqmt.com
now," she observes.
s,ystems can help compaIlies zero

he days of making hefty
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On-demand SCM outperforms traditional
applications in key areas
(percentage of respondents that use on-demand)
Ease o/upgrade

process

Lean Logistics
Nistevo
OneNetwork
SSA

Implementation time atid effort
AdoPtion rate oftrading
partners on the syst"m

Network or LicenseTMS
CarrierPoint
i2Technoiogies
Manhattan Associates

Customer service from vendor

System uptime/availability

.

performs worse

On-demand performs
about the same

On-demand
performs better

Source: Aberdeen Group 2006'

in on specific types of information-for
example, tracking inbound shipments
from a certain supplier, viewing outbound shipments from a particular
DC, and analyzing the movement of a
single product in various situations.
"The functionality of these systems
is essentially the same in that they
allow users inside the company and
users inside partner companies
to
search and find information
about
shipments," says Johnsen.
For that reason, an on-demand TMS
can function as a planning tool' for
logistics and traffic managers. Just one
example: LeanLogistics' On-Demand
TMS product, which encompasses 10
modules, includes such key functions
as carrier procurement, daily load and
shipment
planning,
execution
and
management of bookings and appoint-

ments, and settlement of payments.
In most cases, an on-demand TMS
can get functions
up and running
within a shorter period of time and at a
lower cost than a traditional installation can. Implementations
can take a
few days to a few months, with the average time spanning six to 12 weeks.
Much of that time is spent managing
the business-process
changes that
companies'
must undertake
when
implementing new software systems.
But it's not just the time consideration that makes on-demand
TMS
attractive to many shippers. Matthew
Ward, vice president
of Top Flight
Concepts, the vendor of TFConnect,
says a lack of in-house expertise is a key
driver of the on-demand trend. "Ondemand allows small to medium-sized
businesses to offer services that they

Top cOQ.cernswith using on..dem~.nd SCIVI
(percenta.ge of respondents)
Data security concerns
Concerns withihfegrating on-demand
solUtion. with internal systems
Perceived reduction in ability to
cllstomize solution
Fear of application being unavailable
(unanticipated downtirne)
Application response time
or scalability concerns
Source: Aberdeen Group 2006
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n-demandTMS vendors can.
be broken down into categories
as follows:

Pure-Play Network TMS

Return on investment

On-demand

O
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Hosted or License TMS
Descartes
Oracle
RedPrairie
Managed Service
Meridian IQ
Menlo
Schneider
Transplace

TMS

Network International
TMS
Descartes
D.W. Morgan
GT Nexus
Log-Net
Management Dynamics
Top Flight Concepts
Fleet Routing
Cube Route
Descartes
UPS RoadNet

& Sch'eduling

.".,

previously only could offer by buying
an expensive package and having it
custom-implemented
at their sites," he
says. 'That's by far the top reason we
see people willing to adopt it."
The financial case for on-demand is
also compelling, says Erv Blumner, vice
president of product marketing, transportation solutions at Waukesha, Wis.based RedPrairie. "Through the ondemand model, shippers can acquire
transportation
capabilities
as an
expense item rather than as a license or
capital allocation, thus giving them the
opportunity to get into TMS without a
major, upfront capital outlay," he says.
CHOOSE WISELY
Enticed by the lower upfront costs,
minimal IT infrastructure and support
requirements, and the ability to easily
connect with business partners, ship-
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On-Demand TMS, continued

S

hippers that have switched from
traditional "license and install"
transportation management systems to
an Internet-based, on-demand product
generally are satisfied with that choice,
say technology analysts. Here's a brief
look at two shippers that are enjoying
the advantages of on-demand delivery:
Houston WireandCable,a reseller of
specialty wire and cable, took just one
month to implement an on-demand
TMS last year. Until then, the Houston,
Texas-based company had relied on a
combination of a paper-based routing
guide and an automated helpdesk function that routed shipments to the company's 11warehouses.
As soon as the on-demand TMS was
in place, says Chris McLeod, vice president of logistics, the shipper began
Msingit to manage freight claims, shipment tracking, ordering, and invoice
matching. The software generates
executive summaries and reports,
which he says "matched what we were
already doing," hence the short implementation time.
McLeod says the on-demand TMS
has helped the company more efficiently match invoices, file claims,
track shipments, and route shipments.
Now Houston Wire and Cable can manage shipments from "cradle to grave" in
an automated fashion, rather than having to rely on paper-based systems and
phone calls. McLeod also likes the cone
venience of automatic updates."lt has
saved us both time and money," he says.
"We don't have to worry about managing licenses or doing installs.':
For Unilever Foods, the truckload
capacity crunch, new hours-of-service
rules, and rising transportation costs
drove the company to consider the on-

pers are expected to embrace the ondemand TMS model at a healthy clip
over the next few years.
Adrian Gonzalez, director of Dedham, Mass.-based
ARC Advisory
Group's Logistics Executive Council,
expects the entrance of large vendors
like Oracle and SAP into the market to

so
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demandTMS model in 2004.The Englewood Cliffs, N.J., food manufacturer
ships ambienbtemperature dry freight
through five distribution centers and
moves refrigerated freight directly to
its customers. For years, the company
had relied on a licensed TMS for its dryfreight business, but used no TMS at all
for refrigerated cargo.
"The refrigerated freight was in the
dark ages of fax and phone," says Mike
Raehl, Unilever's director of transportation services. Because he didn't
want to upgrade the existing TMS every
time the software vendor decided to
introduce a new ver,,~ion, Raehl campaigned for an on-demand model,
w,hich introduces upgrades with minimum impact The lower upfront cost
also was attractive. "We didn't have to
ask the company for hundreds of thousands of dollars, and instead requested
a budget for transactional costs that are
amortized into the future," he explains.
With its on-demand TMS, Unilever
can electronically tender shipments to
the carriers it has authorized to use the
system, thus eliminating the need for
phone calls or faxes. "We insist that the
carriers respond to us actively and
electronically," says Raehl.
Raehl likes the fact that he now
receives electronic alerts when problems arise, which allow for quick deci"
sions and solutions. The system also
documents each shipment acceptance,
refusal, or carrier "time out"
"That enables us to have a completely different conversation with the
carriers," says Raehl. "When a carrier
complains that we're not giving them as
much freight as we promised, we can
show them exactly how manytimes they
didn't take the freight that we offered."

help drive the on-demand model. The
smaller players that helped create the
space will continue to thrive, he predicts, but the on-demand market will
likely consolidate as smaller vendors
strive to create critical mass.
The fact that vendors are documenting and touting many successful

on-demand implementations
is also
helping to drive market growth, says
Enslow, who points out that Aberdeen's
survey found "very high" customer satisfaction levels among users of onJ, demand supply chain software, including TMS (see the chart on Page 49).
Even though on-demand TMS may
appear to have universal appeal, there
are cases where shippers would be better off with a traditional installation.
According to Gonzalez, a company that
already has robust internal IT capabilities and a strong support staff would
have less incentive to take the ondemand route. Enslow agrees; she says
that shippers that have large IT staffs
and extensive, traditional TMS capabilities probably will find it less expensive to run the system themselves.
Shippers that do choose on-demand
delivery should do so only after careful
consideration. Aberdeen's study found
that both current and potential users of
on-demand software have some conCerns, including data security, difficulty
of integration with internal systems,
how "customizable" it is, and whether
online delivery may be subject to interruption (see the chart on Page 49).
Buyers also need to decide whether
they want a network solution that
incorporates
their carriers' systems.
"The reason most companies still tender bye-mail, fax, and phone is that
they haven't invested in electronic connections with their carriers," Enslow
says. "If this is important to you, then
outsourcing that work of connecting
the carriers to an on-demand vendor,
versus the traditional host or licensing
model, is probably a good choice."
Don't assume, however, that the
TMS vendor will handle all of the work
required for implementing and using
tpe on-demand
system,
Enslow
advises. 'There will still be some IT
expertise ~equired, albeit much less
than what an in-house implementation
would require," she says. "Shippers
need to have as much responsibility for
project management
as they would
with any other implementation."
Contributing Editor Bridget McCrea
frequently covers logistics and supply
chain technology.
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